Automobile Association
2017 Election Calls
The AA is calling for all political parties to commit to 10 actions
to improve the safety and efficiency of New Zealand’s roads
over the coming three years.
New Zealanders want a transport system

g

Seatbelts – reduce lives lost from
people not wearing seatbelts

that is safe, effective and affordable,
with choices in the way we travel.
Strong population growth is creating pressure to

Drink drivers – expand the alcohol
h	
interlock initiative to reduce drink driving

invest in all parts of our transport infrastructure.
The AA supports investment in a diverse mix
of transport modes and good use of new

j

Drugged drivers – give police the

technologies, but also recognises that 80% of

technology to test and catch drugged drivers

trips Kiwis make are still in private vehicles.

Safe passing – create more
k	
safe passing opportunities

l

R
 egional road improvements – lift
the safety standards of regional roads

z
x

As the population grows and record numbers
of tourists choose to travel independently
around our country, the private vehicle fleet will
continue to expand, and there will be congestion
challenges. But there are still many things we can
do to improve the safety and economic efficiency

Visiting drivers – extend initiatives

of our roads, while ensuring costs are fair.

nationally to help visiting drivers to be safer

The AA regularly surveys its 1 million plus Personal

Red light cameras – install more red light
cameras at key intersections nationwide

Members and consults with a wide range of
people working in the transport sector.
This has guided the calls we want politicians to

c

Congestion – establish a

act on over the coming three years. We believe all

congestion reduction taskforce

these actions are achievable and together will help
to give Kiwis a safer, better transport network.

v

Vehicle safety – require motor vehicle
traders and rental companies to
display vehicle safety ratings

b

Fuel prices – require service stations to
display all fuel prices on price boards

Contact us:
Mike Noon
General Manager Motoring Affairs
T: 04 931 9984 M: 021 659 704
E: mnoon@aa.co.nz
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Reduce lives lost
from people not
wearing seatbelts

Lock down on drink
drivers by expanding
the alcohol interlock
initiative

What is the problem?
While most New Zealanders always wear their
seatbelt, there are still people who don’t. From
2012-16 an average of 73 people who died

What is the problem?

in road crashes each year were not wearing

Half of the drink drivers appearing in court are repeat

a seatbelt. This number has been increasing

offenders and traditional sanctions are not stopping

and reached 100 in 2016, which was 42% of all

them. This is costing lives, with 30% of fatal crashes and

people who died in vehicles that year.

12% of injury crashes in 2015 involving a drink driver.

What the AA wants:

What the AA wants:

The AA wants authorities to make wearing

The AA wants more use of alcohol interlocks (a

seatbelts a road safety priority. Ministry of

breath testing device that prevents a vehicle starting

Transport surveys show 87% of people believe

if alcohol is detected), which have been proven

enforcing the use of seatbelts helps lower

to stop recidivist drink drivers from reoffending,

the road toll. We want urgent action to target

both overseas and in New Zealand. Since their

people who are not wearing seatbelts so fewer

introduction here in 2012, judges have not used

people die or are injured because they are not

these devices as a sentencing option as often as

buckled up.

was expected. The AA wants at least 5,000 high-risk

What is the AA doing to help?

drink drivers to have an alcohol interlock installed

The AA has advocated for many years for effective

in their vehicle. Adequate funding must be available

deterrents to drink driving, contributing to research

to help pay interlock costs for offenders that cannot

through the AA Research Foundation and education

otherwise afford one. A survey of AA Members

through SADD (Students Against Dangerous Driving).

found 92% supported alcohol addicts only being

Recently the AA has backed two pilot Alcohol and Drug

allowed to drive vehicles with an alcohol interlock.

Courts in Auckland, where alcohol interlock devices

What impact would it have?
Research has shown a third to half of the people
who die not wearing a seatbelt in vehicles each
year would still be alive if they had buckled up.
What is the AA doing to help?
The AA Research Foundation has commissioned
research to learn more about the people who
have died in recent years while they were not
wearing a seatbelt. We hope this will help to
inform authorities so they can better target
education to people at risk of not buckling up.
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have been effectively used among other innovative
What impact would it have?

strategies to reduce risks from recidivist drink drivers.

The current interlock programme has recorded

We believe this is the way forward for effective drug

about 10 attempts per device installed of offenders

and alcohol sentencing and would like this approach

trying to drive with alcohol in their system. If

expanded around the country.

we had 5,000 interlocks in action, this could
prevent up to 50,000 driving attempts by drivers
who have alcohol in their system each year.
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Break the drugged
driving habit – give police
the technology to test and
catch drugged drivers

Create more safe
passing opportunities

What is the problem?

What impact would it have?

One of the greatest frustrations that people have

More opportunities to pass safely would reduce

What is the problem?

in Australia now catch more drugged drivers

on the roads is feeling held up by slow vehicles

frustration on the roads and make travel

Studies in New Zealand have found about 1

than drunk drivers. If drug users (whether they

ahead of them. AA Members rate tailgating,

safer and more enjoyable for people. This is

in 3 drivers in fatal and serious injury crashes

use illegal or prescription drugs) felt there was a

people speeding up at passing lanes, and slow

particularly true of roads with a mix of traffic

had some type of drug in their system – mainly

greater chance they would be caught while driving

drivers among their biggest annoyances. People

including freight, locals and visiting drivers.

cannabis. New Zealand has higher rates of drug

impaired, it could start to change behaviour, as

also get very concerned when they see another

use than many other countries, yet very little

has happened over the years with drink driving.

driver making a risky overtaking manoeuvre.

What is the AA doing to help?

What the AA wants:

The AA has actively highlighted this issue over

The AA wants authorities to implement a national

What does the AA want:

many years. We are a partner on the Substance

passing and overtaking strategy to guide the

The AA wants police to have access to roadside drug

Impaired Driving Group. We appreciate that there

development of more safe passing opportunities and

testing devices like those in Australia, and more public

are still challenges and tests are not available for

places where slower vehicles can let others pass. These

education campaigns to send a strong deterrence

all substances, but the technology and experience

engineering improvements should be complemented

message to drugged drivers. 94% of AA Members

from other jurisdictions is advanced enough to start

with education about keeping left, being aware that

believe cannabis affects people’s ability to drive safely

roadside drug testing here and its introduction would

others may want to pass, and safer driver behaviour

and 84% support roadside saliva-based drug testing.

have a valuable deterrence effect.

when overtaking and merging. Building new passing

is being done to detect and catch people who
are driving drugged and putting lives at risk.

lanes can be expensive, but improving existing ones
What impact would it have?

and creating slow vehicle bays is more affordable, as

Stopping drugged drivers from getting behind the

are signage and education campaigns. Surveys show

wheel would reduce road trauma. Some checkpoints

84% of AA Members want a 10km/h enforcement

Some people argue that passing lanes have a negligible
benefit on travel time and create risks by encouraging
greater speed differentials in passing areas and unsafe
merging at the end of a passing lane. The AA believes
these issues can be sensibly managed with careful
decision-making about the places and length of passing
lanes and more use of slow vehicle bays. We believe
more passing areas will reduce incidents of unsafe
passing in inappropriate places by frustrated motorists.
What is the AA doing to help?
The AA contributes as a key consultation partner at a
national and local level when authorities are reviewing
road improvements and speed limits.

tolerance retained on passing lanes.
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What is the problem?
Visiting drivers are a rapidly growing segment of
road users; in some regions they make up a large
proportion of drivers. While only about 6% of crashes

Lift the safety standard
of regional roads

National
roll-out of
the Visitor
Driver
Programme

involve visiting drivers, these incidents generate high
media profile and public discussion.
Public perceptions are influenced not only by
statistics. Stories about distracted drivers and
frustrations from being stuck behind slow tourist
vehicles have potentially exaggerated the actual
risk foreign drivers pose in many people’s minds.
Kiwis travelling to other parts of New Zealand can
also struggle on unfamiliar roads, making the same
mistakes and crashing for the same reasons as
people from other countries.
What the AA wants:
The NZ Transport Agency is investing in initiatives to
help visiting drivers in Otago, Southland, the West
Coast, and following the Kaikoura earthquake, along
the inland route between Christchurch and Picton.
But other regions also have significant numbers of
visiting drivers. Areas with low populations, but high
visitor numbers, often cannot fund the necessary
improvements and so need more government input.
The AA wants initiatives to help visiting drivers rolled
out on tourist routes nationwide, including tourist
arrows, more rumble strips and yellow no passing
lines, barriers on high risk sections of road, better
signage about rest areas, more passing opportunities,

What is the problem?

support with 85% of AA Members saying they think

About 39% of New Zealand’s State Highway network

about road safety a lot or sometimes.

and education about safe driving practices.

Road Assessment Programme). From 2011-15 there

What impact would it have?

What impact would it have?

were 1,652 serious injuries and deaths on these 2-star

Lifting a road from 2-star to 3-star standard has been

roads.

shown to have one of the biggest impacts on safety,

has a 2-star safety rating as assessed by KiwiRAP (NZ

more than halving the rate of injury crashes.
What the AA wants:
The AA wants authorities to commit to further

What is the AA doing to help?

upgrades to lift the standard of key roads that have

More than 10 years ago, the AA led the introduction

poor safety ratings. The AA wants 150km of 2-star

of KiwiRAP into New Zealand to better understand

national and regional roads to be lifted to 3-star

how a road’s design can affect safety. We continue

(KiwiRAP standards) every year. We also want another

to be actively involved in KiwiRAP work, highlighting

$100 million invested each year into low-cost safety

potential safety improvements and talking with roading

improvements on lower volume regional roads. Raising

authorities throughout New Zealand when changes are

the standard of our roads is one of the most effective

made to roads.

ways of improving road safety, and has strong public

Engineering our roads to be more forgiving and
explaining for everyone, and increasing education
about being courteous and aware of our own driving
behaviours, will have an enduring improvement in
road safety for both locals and visitors alike.
What is the AA doing to help?
The AA provides substantial practical and safety
information for visiting drivers in multiple languages
through our tourism services. In 2015 we also
launched an online video training programme for
visiting drivers that is widely promoted (eg. on www.
newzealand.com). In addition, we contribute to the
government’s Visiting Drivers Governance Group.
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Install more red light
cameras in our cities

Create a congestion
reduction taskforce
Photo – clogged up road

Photo idea – traffic junction with red lights

Some options:

red light running2

Photo emailed – “Bothways -AK (OK2PUB-PK)”
Photo emailed – “S-shape AK (OK2PUB-PK)”
Photo to purchase - http://www.istockphoto.com/nz/photo/traffic-on-auckland-harbour-bridge-new-zealandgm519898176-90770691

What is the problem?

What the AA wants:

What is the problem?

What impact would it have?

More than 300 people are injured and two killed each

The AA wants 10-15 red light cameras installed at high-

Transport infrastructure is struggling in areas of

The unit would result in a more effective, innovative

year from crashes caused by running a red light.

risk intersections in main centres outside of Auckland.

rapid growth, and traffic congestion is the number

programme to identify the projects that will deliver the

one concern for Auckland AA Members in particular.

greatest congestion benefits. It would drive greater

There is widespread public concern for personal and
collective safety, and anger that red light-running

What impact would it have?

Congestion is eroding productivity and quality of life

accountability at the political level and a more informed

is becoming more brazen, and offenders going

Research has found that red light camera sites

in our biggest city, and the widespread public view is

public debate about how to manage congestion.

undetected and unpunished. Over 75% of AA Members

experience a 43% reduction in red light running and

that transport officials are not doing nearly enough.

say they witness red light running at least once a

69% fewer crashes. Red light cameras are considered

week, while 17% say they see it every time they travel.

to deliver $8 of benefit for every $1 invested.

What the AA wants:

The AA has developed a tool to monitor congestion

The AA wants a specific unit established in Auckland

trends in Auckland, Wellington and Christchurch,

What is the AA doing to help?

to set congestion targets, monitor and report on

based on travel time information gathered

The AA has surveyed its Members nationally to help

performance against them. It would also lead a

by Google. The AA is using this information to

demonstrate the depth of public support for action

programme of smaller-scale projects to help ease

help people better understand the causes and

on red light running. The AA played a key support

congestion pressure, particularly as we wait for

effects of congestion, and the steps they can

role in the successful red light camera discussions in

major initiatives like the Northwestern Busway to be

take to minimise its impact on their lives.

Auckland, by engaging closely with officials and the

completed. This would create a blueprint for other

media to make the survey results known.

cities and congestion hot spots further ahead.

Consequently, 89% support or strongly support more
red light cameras.
A 2013 government study indicated that 26 to 30
red light cameras could be installed at high-risk
intersections throughout New Zealand, but it only
resulted in three new cameras (two in Auckland, one
in Wellington). Auckland Transport is now preparing to
install six more cameras (with plans for a further nine),

What is the AA doing to help?

but nothing is happening in the rest of the country.
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Advertise clear vehicle
safety information
for car buyers

Display all fuel prices
on service stations
price boards

asked if they would pay more for a safer vehicle, 91%
of AA Members say they would.
What the AA wants:
The AA wants to give people the opportunity to
consider a vehicle’s safety features when purchasing or
hiring a vehicle, which means safety information needs
to be clearly provided at the point of sale. It should be
simple and easy for consumers to compare the safety
levels of different vehicles. As part of this it will be
important to improve the consistency in safety ratings
between new and used vehicles.
What impact would it have?
People in a crash in a 3-star ANCAP rated vehicle are
twice as likely to die as those in a 5-star ANCAP rated
vehicle. Reducing the proportion of 1 to 3-star vehicles

In addition to the two fuels displayed, all of these service stations sell a premium grade of petrol, either 95
or 98 octane, but from these price boards it is impossible to tell which grade, let alone the respective price.

on our roads would mean less deaths and serious
injuries from crashes. More prominent ratings may
lead to increased scrappage of low-rated vehicles. A
vehicle’s age and price does not always correspond
with its safety rating. There are older vehicles available
with good safety features that people might choose
ANCAP crash between 1998 and 2015 Toyota Corollas.

instead of a less safe vehicle if they were better
informed.

What is the problem?
Many people still do not know that vehicles can vary a
lot in terms of safety equipment and design. Although
ACC uses the safety rating of a vehicle when calculating
levies, motor vehicle traders and vehicle rental
companies are still not required to inform consumers
about a vehicle’s safety rating at the point of sale, and
so safety is often overlooked. However, when directly
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What is the problem?

What impact would it have?

Most service stations don’t display the price of 95 or

It would improve price competition and choice for

98 octane petrol on their high profile roadside price

motorists and the AA believes it will ultimately lead

boards, which reduces price competition on premium

to a reduction in fuel costs for people whose cars use

petrol. At some service stations premium petrol can

premium fuels (about 20% of AA Members).

cost 30c+/litre more than 91 octane (up to $15 more
per fill), which AA Members see as price gouging.

What is the AA doing to help?
The AA plays a key role in public education about
vehicle safety. As a leading partner in ANCAP (the
Australasian New Car Assessment Programme) the AA
regularly publishes new car safety ratings in the media
and promotes Used Car Safety Ratings produced by
Monash University.

What is the AA doing to help?
Fuel is a significant household cost and the lack of

What the AA wants:

visibility of prices for premium petrol is one of the

The AA wants service stations to display the prices of

main complaints the AA receives from Members.

all fuels they sell on their roadside price boards, so that

The AA does in-depth analysis of the fuel market to

motorists are clearly informed and can compare prices.

monitor the fairness of petrol pricing and publishes

81% of AA Members believe premium prices should

this on our website as well as regularly commenting

be displayed on price boards. Many price boards have

in the media. The AA also offers the comprehensive

space to display a third product.

Smartfuel discount programme to all motorists.
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